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Background
● The COVID-19 Mobility Surveillance Dashboard was
developed Summer 2021 in collaboration with Stanford
University
● The Dashboard uses graphs and maps along with an
adjustable timeline to allow users to visualize how COVID-19
case counts and foot trafﬁc have changed throughout the
pandemic
○ The COVID-19 case counts come from the COVID-19
Surveillance Dashboard, and the mobility data comes from
SafeGraph under their Academic Partnership Program
○ The Dashboard covers Restaurants, Retail Stores,
Essential Retail, Fitness Centers, and Religious
Organizations
● Due to interests in other projects, the current range of data is
limited to January 2020 - July 2021

Figure #2. SafeGraph Patterns Sample Data
Pull patterns data
from SafeGraph

SafeGraph
● SafeGraph provides places data and
visitor patterns data based on mobile
phone GPS. The data is updated monthly, and there are
currently over 11.8 million POIs covered in the US.

Filter out unwanted
categories

Project Goals
Primary Goal: Bring the Mobility Surveillance Dashboard
up-to-date

Format data as needed

Other Goals
● Schedule jobs to keep the Dashboard up-to-date with new
data
● Make necessary changes to how data was previously collated
to improve the effectiveness of displaying the data

Pivot monthly visits to
visits by day for each
POI

Upload ﬁltered data to
relational database

Extract data from
database and upload
to Dashboard

Figure #3. Data collation and formatting process
Challenges Encountered
● There is no record of how Stanford pulled data from SafeGraph and
formatted it to use for the Dashboard
● The data format changed over time, so the app has to account for both data
formats. GraphQL API was going to be used for data collation, but was
unable to account for variations in the data format from SafeGraph

Memory
● The data spans over four ﬁles for each month, each with millions of rows.
These ﬁles are a blend of CSV and JSON, so specialized extraction and
pivoting of the data was necessary
● Filtering data and uploading it into the relational database was originally
done with pandas for Python, but was not feasible with the amount of data
being used

Figure #1. COVID-19 Mobility Surveillance Dashboard

Future Work

Current Work
● Identiﬁed how data was originally formatted by ﬁltering out
POIs in unwanted categories and locations before matching
the number of remaining POIs with the value calculated by
Stanford
● Developed a script using the Python CSV Reader to pull
monthly patterns data from Rivanna since August 2021
● Filtered out unwanted categories in the data and only kept the
following:
○ placekey
○ date
○ num_visits
○ region
○ poi_cbg
● Created a script to load extracted data into a relational
database so that it can be used in updating the dashboard
● Created a script to extract data from the relational database
so that it can be analyzed and used in updating the Dashboard

Computing for Global Challenges

● Implement the new and updated data into the Dashboard so there can be a
visual representation
● Update the Dashboard on a monthly basis by adding new data as it becomes
available
● Examine the data collected by looking at different categories to see which
ones are more signiﬁcant
● Perform an in depth analysis of the data, most likely using AI, to draw
meaningful conclusions between foot trafﬁc and COVID-19 cases
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